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Wikipedia article list OK K.O.! Let's Be Heroes (also known simply as OK K.O.!) is an American superhero comedy animated series created by Ian Jones-Kwarti (known for his work on adventure time, Steven's universe, Secret Mountain Fort and nockFORCE) and based on his pilot short project
Lakewood Plaza Turbo, which was released as part of the 2013 Project. On December 7, 2017, the show's creator Ian Jones-Kwarti confirmed via Twitter that the second season had been greenlit. The show has been renewed for a third season in 2019, and it has been confirmed that this will be the last
since the show's cancellation. The series ended on September 6, 2019, after three seasons and 112 episodes. Review of the seasonEpisodesOriginally series airedFirstSopiespnotium on May 21, 2013 (2013-05-21)154 August 2017 (2017-08-01)6 April 2018 (2018-04-06)238May 5, 2018 (2018-0505)June 30, 30 2019 (2019-06-30)320 July 7, 2019 (2019-07-07)6 September 2019 (2019-09-06) Shorts13Feural 4, 2016 (2016-6)02-04) August 2, 2017 (2017-08-02) Episodes Pilot (2013) TitleSdirector and storyboard Origin release dateProd.codeLakewood Plaza TurboFil Rynda (creative), Sue Mondt
(art), and Robert Alvarez (timeline) Ian Jones-Kuartey 21 , 2013 (2013-05-21)501-238'nb 1K.O., Rad, and Enid investigate to find out who sprayed graffiti on the Lakewood Plaza sign after being told by their boss and owner Bodega Gara, Mr. Gar. Season 1 (2017-18) voices Stephanie Nadelni in episodes
4, 5, 6, 11 and 43, as well as Courtney Taylor for the rest of the season. No.overallNo. inseasonTitleAnimation directionWritten and storyboardoriginal air dateProd.codeU.S viewers (millions)11 Let's be heroes (Part 1) Hwang Ki-HuGeneva Hodgson and Mira OngchuaAugust 1, 2017 (2017-08-01)nb
2'1044-0051.35'6'K.O. aims to be the greatest hero ever. When he arrives at Lakewood Plaza Turbo with his mom and former champion Carol, he turns to Bodega Gara, run by the powerful Mr. Gar and his two collaborators Rad and Enid. 22 Let's be friends! (Part 2) Chang-wu Shinrann Shannon and
Parker Simmons1, 2017 (2017-08-01) nb 2'1044-0061.35'6K.O. wants to make friends with Enid and Rad and get a job at Lakewood Plaza Turbo, so to make them proud he decides to invade Boxmore and take on Lord Boxman. 33This all Sidekick Sunjae Lee and Byungjae OhDave Alegre and Haewon
LeeAugust 1, 2017 (2017-08-01) nb 2'1044-0071.25'6'K.O. surprised to see that Enid shows a lack of empathy, so he intends to help everyone in Lakewood Plaza Turbo to prove that helping others is always worth it. Things get complicated when he tries to help Red Action and its team. 44Y Messed Up
Sunjae Lee and Byungjae OhStevie Borbolla and Danny DuckerAugust 1, 2017 (2017-08-01) Go to Mr. Gar's office, C.O., Rad and Enid go anyway, and accidentally break one of Mr. Gar's valuable possessions: a photo of K.O.'s mom, Carol. 55Jethro's All YoursChang-woo ShinRyann Shannon and
Parker Simmons2, 2017 (2017-08-02) nb 2'1044-0021.20'7K.O. gets his first solo mission: fighting Jethro, which Is Glad and the rest duplicate simple enough for a new hero. When K.O. realizes the monotony in front of him, he begins to doubt himself. 66Ths of Level 100Hwan Ki-Hustevie Borbolla and
Danny DuckerAugust 2, 2017 (2017-08-02) Nb 2'1044-0091.04'7 when K.O. finally gets the Pow Card, he reads level 100 that makes him become a celebrity. In light of the turmoil, Lord Boxman sends Mega Darrell to K.O. to prove his worth. 77Srivals Brothers and Sisters Hwang Ki-Hudav Alegre and
Hayvon LiAugust 3, 2017 (2017-08-03)1044-0111.22'8 Lord Boxman unleashes Raymond, a vain, handsome robot with sporting abilities who defeats heroes and takes gar's letter to Bodega. When Rad and Enid can't get along, C.O. teams up with Darrell and Shannon to get the letter back. 88I Am
DendyHwang Ki-hooGeneva Hodgson and Mira OngchuaAUgust 3, 2017 (2017-08-03)1044-0081.01.01'8' K.O. meets Dandy - the girl who sits behind him at school - who asks him for help in extracting items for her backpack. Without his knowledge, Dandy is really testing K.O. and his ability to be a hero.
99 Do you have more in the back? Chang-wu ShinRyann Shannon and Parker Simmons August 4, 2017 (2017-08-04)1044-0161.30Rad claims to know everything that impresses K.O. and annoys Enid. However, his knowledge is put to the test when the group must venture into a mysterious behind-thescenes. 1010 My dad can beat your father! Hwang Ki-hudav Alegre and Hayvon LiAugust 4, 2017 (2017-08-04)1044-0121.16.9'K.O. enters a verbal altercation with Chameleon Jr., ending with a date between their parents. While Carol tries to solve everything peacefully, Chameleon Sr. is not so willing.
1111You Get MeHwang Ki-hooGeneva Hodgson and Mira OngchuaAugust 7, 2017 (2017-08-07) nb 3'1044-0100.79'10 Enid gets turned into a stone wizard because he believes she has shown rude behavior towards him. K.O. goes out of his way to turn it back to normal, since he thinks he's the only one
who can because he gets it. 1212You Are RadChang-woo ShinRyann Shannon and Parker SimmonsAgust 8, 2017 (2017-08-08) Nb 3'1044-0130.72 forgets his name tag, Rad allows him to use it, causing everyone to think K.O. is Rad. Along the way, K.O. discovers some personal stuff about Rad
making him think there is more to him than he puts off. 1313 Just Be PebbleHwan Ki-HuGeneva Hodgson and Mira OngchuaAugust 9 , 2017 (2017-08-09) nb 3'1044-0010.79'12 K.O. tired of being small, so gives Rad him a candy bar, can increase its size. However, C.O. soon realizes, understands Be
great isn't all it's cracked up to be when he accidentally throws Mr. Gar's car keys into the drain, trying to help him (due to his increased size) and have to shrink to be able to get them. 1414Presling Joe KuppaSunge Lee, Byungjae Oh, and Eunyung ByunStevie Borbolla and Danny DuckerAugust 10, 2017
(2017-08-10) nb 3'1044-0150.91'13' Joe Kuppa, local comedian Lakewood Plaza Turbo, all you and unemployed. K.O., Rad and unenthusiastic Enid trying to help by hiring him to work in Gars, just in time for Shannon's attack on Bodega. 1515Sunjae Lee pests, Byungjae Oh, and Eunyung ByunStevie
Borbolla and Danny DuckerAugust 14, 2017 (2017-08-14) nb 4'1044-0141.16 and Rad must run Bodega and take care of themselves while Enid dangles with 3 tiny pests like the self-proclaimed cool children who burst through the pipes. 1616Legends Mr. Gar Hwang Ki-hoo-Daw Alegre and Haewon
LeeAugust 15, 2017 (2017-08-15) Nb 4'1044-0330.84'15 Rad and Enid reminisce about when they started working at Bodega, and discovered how amazing Mr. Gar really is. Later, Crinkly Wrinkly barges to tell the story of the Origin of the Plaza. 1717 Know your momChang-wu ShinRyann Shannon and
Parker Simmons16 August 2017 (2017-08-16) nb 4'1044-0201.0516 After some wrong direction from Brandon, K.O. decides to reunite Carol with one of her sworn parents on Mother's Day. Special guest: Jonathan Davies as Succulent 1818 We captured Chan-wu ShinRyann Shannon and Parker
Simmons17, 2017 (2017-08-17) nb 4'1044-0170.98'Boxman captures K.O., Enid and Rad, but has to juggle torturing his captors with making sure that his boss, Professor Venomous, and his assistant, Fink, have a big dinner and are still interested in doing business with him. 1919Face Your FearsHwang
Ki-hooDave Alegre and Haewon LeeAugust 21, 2017 (2017-08-21) nb 5'1044-0230.76'18 Mr. Gar gets a call to try the latest arcade game Your Face Fears. When he gets stuck in the game, along with Rad and Enid, Dandy helps K.O. get into the game to save his friends. 2020 All love Rad? Sunjae Lee,
Byungjae Oh, and Eunyung ByunGeneva Hodgson and Mira OngchuaAugust 22, 2017 (2017-08-22) nb 5'1044-0260.60'19 Rad posts a video of himself falling through bodega's roof after a failed rocket launch. The video is getting hit, but everyone just wants to hear him say Blorp. 2121Y must take care of
Hwan Ki-Husti Borballa and Danny DuckerAugust 23, 2017 (2017-08-23) Nb 5'1044-0210.84'20 P.O.I.N.T. Academy superstar Elodie arrives in Bodega Crowd. Enid holds a grudge against her because of a traumatic event that occurred in her youth, and must set the record straight. 2222Plaza
PromSunjae Lee and Byungjae OhStevie Borbolla and Danny DuckerAugust 24, 2017 (2017-08-24) in the square, K.O. tries to make sure he walks away without a hitch. However, this turns out to be easier said than done than done as the Rad cousin of the Party Scroll seems to make things horrible.
When Raymond falls, K.O. must think fast to save Red's party and reputation! 2323Second first date Hwang Ki-Hugeneva Hodgson and Mira OnghuaSeptef 1, 2017 (2017-09-01)1044-0300.94.22 Love in the air and Cupid arrives to resolve the romantic tension between Rad and Enid. With his allremembering eye, he transported the main trio in the memoirs of Rad and Enid to a failed first date; prompted them to go for retake. 2424One Last ScoreChang-woo ShinDave Alegre and Haewon LeeSeptember 1, 2017 (2017-09-01)1044-0370.94.22K.O. decides to help Ginger regain her fame days as a
candy thief, helping her lend youth restoration confectionery to a heist. 25262526T.K.O. Hwang Ki-hoo and Chan U ShinGeneva Hodgson and Mira Ongkuyan Shannon and Parker SimmonsSentepev 4, 2017 (2017-09-04)1044-0241044-0251.08.23 In search of power and tired of being talked up, K.O.
takes the help of a shady robbed man who calls himself Shadowy Figure. He leads K.O. into the forest, where he shows that the young hero is holding a powerful demon inside him to be summoned through pure anger; Dubbed T.K.O. After a successful transformation, the new Turbo K.O. and its strength
is a shock to all. When he is annoyed too far and begins to destroy everything and one in his path, the other Heroes of Plaza must unite to stop him. Note: This episode is the first 22-minute special series, and as such, it is considered 2 episodes. 2727Prespe attack PlazaSunjae Lee and Byungjae
OhStevie Borbolla and Danny DuckerSeptef 8, 2017 (2017-09-08)1044-0280.77's chief investor Lord Boxman, Cosma, threatens to pull out its funding if he continues to attack Plaza instead of the robots he should build. While Boxman thinks he can manage, he has trouble acknowledging his problem and
eventually going cold turkey. 2828 We have fleas Hwan Ki-Hugeneva Hodgson and Mira OngchuaSeptember 15, 2017 (2017-09-15)1044-0320.87'25 Mikaila, a new and animal-breeding robot, arrives to attack the square. C.O., Enid and Rad have Crinkly Wrinkled bite them so they can become wereanimals and take on their new opponent. Unfortunately, they can't change back. 2929No more Pow cardSunjae Lee, Byungjae Oh, and Suhong KimStevie Borbolla and Danny DuckerSeptember 22, 2017 (2017-09-22)1044-0340.78'76 When K.O. understands Pow Cards to exclude Dandy because of her
Kappa heritage, he is devastated by discrimination and the two are determined to change it. 3030Suba hero Hwang Ki-Hu Ryann Shannon and Parker Simmons September 2017 (2017-09-29)1044-0290.82.27K.O. wants to train better to level out, so he travels with warrior wishing to finish the finish
Quest. While excited at first to fight along with The Hero's unwavering enthusiasm, K.O. quickly gets tired because of the sheer amount of grinding he takes. Special guest: Michael Sinterniclaas as Hero Note: Crossover Between OK K.O.! and Ian's popular webcam, RPG World. 3131Let's have a
stakeoutChang-woo ShinDave Alegre and Haewon LeeSeptember 29, 2017 (2017-09-29)1044-0400.82.27 Mr. Gar initiates a share to capture shadow figure, which is sneaking around the square. K.O. forces itself along a lot of Mr. Gar's annoyance, but will eventually discover something. 3232Rad Likes
RobotsHwang Ki-hooStevie Borbolla and Danny DuckerOctober 6, 2017 (2017-10-06)1044-0440.77.28 After being struck by lightning, Shannon programming malfunctions, resulting in her falling in love with Rad. At the same time, Rad falls in love with Shannon, much to the dismay of their respective sides
in the story in the style of Romeo and Juliet. 3333KO's Video Channel Hwang Ki-Hugeneva Hodgson and Mira OngchuaOctober 6, 2017 (2017-10-06)1044-0410.77 28 When Rad and Enid discover that K.O. was posting embarrassing videos of them online, they tell him to remove them. However, the two
start watching it boot and discover that they are entertaining and touching and trying to stop it from wiping his channel. 3434 Power yourChang-vu Shindave Alegre and Haewon LeeOctober 9, 2017 (2017-10-09)1044-0311.29 When Lord Boxman and Eco Villainess Dr. Blight smashing Plaza with
pollutants, Planeteer Kwame (the only member of planeteers who is still active in environmental work) swing and recruits K.O., Rad, En and quarrels team and Real Magic Magic to own the elementary and skeleton ecosystem! Special guests: Levar Burton as Kwame and David Coburn in Captain Planet
3535Daysunje Lee, Byongze O, and Sukhong Kim Ryan Shannon and Parker SimmonsOctober 13, 2017 (2017-10-13)1044-0350.96 K.O. His mother Carol tells the story of when she, Mr. Gar (who was known as El Bow), and a kangaroo-like hero named Rippy Roux, joined the P.O.I.N.T. superhero team
and took part in their first joint mission. 3636PlazalympicsHwan Ki-Hugeneva Hodgson and Mira OngchuaOctober 20, 2017 (2017-10-20)1044-0180.89.31 K.O. takes part in the annual Plazalympia Lakewood Turbo competition, and is happy to be on the team with his friends. However, when he goes out
for a second to use the toilet, Mr. Gar chooses Mega Football Baby to be on Rad and Enida's team over him. Paired with Colewart and Potato, K.O. must help defeat the Boxmore team of robots that fall to win the key to the Plaza! 3737We Got HackedHwang Ki-hooDave Alegre and Haewon LeeOctober
27, 2017 (2017-10-27) hackpack, causing a glitch virus to invade Bodega and infect shoppers in glitched CGI zombies. 3838 Parents' DayUnge Lee, Byungjae Oh, and Suhong KimStevie Borbolla and Danny DuckerOctober 27, 2017 (2017-10-27) nb 6'1044-0490.89'32K.O. and Rad Enid to her home after
her parents are the only ones who don't show up for parents' day in Bodega. When they get there, they find that her parents are a vampire and werewolf, and that she is a witch by birth. 3939Back in red action Hwang Ki-HuMir Ongchua and Parker Simmons November 3, 2017 (2017-11-03)10440430.96.33 Red Action invites Enid to come with her to the danger zone. Day becomes crazy with the arrival of the former Red team from the future, Hue Troops, with whom she has unfinished business. 4040 Give a moment Sunjae Lee, Byungjae Oh, and Suhong KimStevie Borbolla and Danny Ducker
November 10, 2017 (2017-11-10)1044-0391.01'34 Old Enemy of P.O.I.N.T. Mr. Gara and Carols in the past appear in Bodega, forcing him to have an open recollection of the wine-causing sandwich incident that caused Carol to hate him. 4141 Night of the Villains (Part 1) Chang-wu Shindawa Alegre and
Hayvon Lee November 17, 2017 (2017-11-17)1044-0420.87, when Professor Venomous arrives at Boxmore to check out Boxman's secret project, he reveals that he is heading to the villain of the party, causing Boxman to force his way and make a mockery of himself. 4242 Night of the Villains in (Part
2)Hwang Ki-Hugeneva Hodgson and Ryan Shannon On November 17, 2017 (2017-11-17)1044-0460.87 During the events of Villains' Night Out, Fink remains in the care of Boxman's robots, Darrell and Shannon, who must deter her from attacking the heroes of Lakewood Plaza, as it would mean
disobedience to Boxman. 4343 Let's watch pilots Hwan Ki-Hurynn Shannon, Parker Simmons, and Ian Jones-KuarteyFeural 19, 2018 (2018-02-19) nb 7'1044-0270.83'36 In this fourth wall episode, Dynamite Watkins shows K.O., Rad, and Enid the original pitch pilot for the series, Lakewood Plaza Turbo,
on a talk show (which she sabotaged from Crinkly Wrinkly). However, the actors are shy of their first outing, causing tensions to rise. 4444 Mystery Science Fair 201XChan-Wu ShinRynn Shannon and Parker Simmons 19 February, 2018 (2018-02-19) Nb 8'1044-0360.83'36 When their teacher, Miss
quantum, beats them with a science fair project, Dandy decides to use K.O. for an experiment to test how it becomes T.C.O. However, when she begins to ignore his warnings as well as his health and feelings, she suddenly finds herself unable to control the wild alter ego of K.O. 4545RMS - The first
episode of Brandon Sunjae Lee , Byungjae oh, and Seonghyun CheonStevie Borbolla and Danny DuckerFeural 26, 2018 (2018-02-26)1044-0470.75 feels that he is wasting and Brandon refuses to take his job seriously. A real magic skeleton decides that it is time for him to move on and find another job.
4646Lad and LogicHwan Ki-hudav Alegre and Hayvon LiFeural 26, 2018 (2018-02-26) Nb 8'1044-0380.75'37, realizing that Mr. Logic is a robot, K.O. learns of his origins as the first of Lord Boxman's robots and how he came to learn about the creation forever through Mr. Gar and how he rebelled against
his non-visionary creator. 4747OK Dandy! Let's be K.O.! Chang-wu ShinGeneva Hodgson and Mira OngkuMarch 5, 2018 (2018-03-05) when K.O. remembers that he has to visit his grandmother, Dandy decides to fill in for him in all aspects, including fighting robots. She quickly comes to realize that in

order to learn a life lesson, she needs to undermine expectations, but even this seems complicated. 4848Plaza ShortsHwan Ki-Huhouon Lee and Dave AlegreMarch 5, 2018 (2018-03-05) Nb 9'1044-503SN/A K.O. expresses his thoughts when he tries to be a hero; Butt kicks Dynamite Watkins from News
52 Action News Team reports on a spectacular day in Gar; Lord Boxman creates a video about how the Darrells are made; K.O., Rad and Enid are trying to figure out a mysterious adventure from which Mr. Gar continues to make call on holo-phone calls; Enid and Rad both think the other is easy and they
switch jobs to prove it. 4949Slet will not be skeletonsChang-wu ShinRiann Shannon and Parker SimmonsMarch 12, 2018 (2018-03-12) nb 10'1044-0450.67'39 Area visited by a hackster named Gil Ferris, which sells heroes Remote Skeletons, a remote control that can turn anyone and anyone into
skeletons. However, when C.O.'s friends turn into skeletons and Gil starts selling villains, K.O. steps in to convince everyone of the dangers of this new device. 5050Thvan-ki Humira Ongkhua and Jeneva HodgsonMarch 12, 2018 (2018-03-12) nb 10-1044-0500.6739 A well-known neutral zone action
news reporter, Dynamite Watkins, reports on the latest developments around the square, but when she tries to report the evil events at Boxmore, her boss, Big Cheese, insists that she sticks to the script. 5151Dearic NutritionChan-vu ShinDave Alegre and Haewon LeeMarch 19, 2018 (2018-03-19) nb
10'1064-0540.66.40 When K.O. realizes that Carol's favorite is actually making the food he eats, he decides to repay her by making her dish; Galaxy Truffle paste. K.O. teams up with Beardo and Baby Teeth to hunt for elusive ingredients. 5252 Hope it flies Hwang-ki Hucanni Ducker and Parker
SimmonsMarch 19, 2018 (2018-03-19) Nb 10'1064-0550.66.40 K.O. accidentally destroys Red's van as he tried to upgrade it to fly. K.O. and Dandy secretly restore it, contrary to the Rada's desire to do it himself, and enter the competition against Red Action and its battle tank. Are under the control of
Thesong-hyun Ki-hu, Sukhong Kim, Sunjaye Lee and Byenjae Ohdaw Alegre, Hayvon Lee, Danny Ducker and Stevie BorballaAprel 6, 2018-04-06)1044-0511044-0520.81 controls T.K.O.'s anger to the wrath of his friends and family, however K.O. must call his dark side anyway when Lord Boxman
reveals his latest creation, Boxman Jr., which turns out to be a formidable enemy for the heroes of Lake Lake Square. The C.O.A. ultimately has to talk to T.K.O., who just wants to fight. Meanwhile, Darrell feels undervalued by Lord Boxman and plots to take revenge on his father by doing the most evil
thing he can think of. Note: This episode is the second 22-minute special series, and as such, it is considered 2 episodes. Season 2 (2018-19) No.overallNo. InseasonTitleAnimation direction Of TheH and storyboardsoriginal air dateProd.codeU.S viewers (millions)551Seasons ChangeSuhong Kim and
Byungjae OhStevie Borbolla and Ryann ShannonMay 5, 2018 (2018-05-05) nb 11'1064-0560.55'42 After a three-month pass, Rad and Enid return as Tangeiser man (from massive sunburn) and mim (as a result Enid mistakenly her summer class as a ninja class). While the two display their new prowess,
K.O. is upset about the changes and the apparent mistake of training friends. They are quickly put to the test when they are fighting against the Big Bull Demon. 562Thirty Cowboy Durrell Hwan-ki Humira Ongkhua and Jeneva HodgsonMay 5, 2018 (2018-05-05) nb 11'1064-0530.53'42 With Boxmore
shares rising thanks to Lord Cowboy darrell, things seem to be improving. However, Boxman returns from the sun and demands that he get his job back. To give him a dose of his own medication, Darrell has Boxman take part in the role of U-turn and attack Square, but Bodega's staff decided to give him
a body to speak. 573Plase Film Festival Hwan-ki HooMira Ongchua and Yeneva HodgsonMay 5, 2018 (2018-05-05) nb 11'1064-0570.61.42K.O., Rad and Enid create a film for the Film Festival Plaza. Darrell, Shannon and Raymond also enter in an attempt to win a trophy that is made of plutonium, which
they want to use to destroy the Plaza. When their film plays, the characters are shocked to hear so much criticism from the audience, causing them to lose their morale. 584Beam-woo ShinDave Alegre and Haewon LeeMay 5, 2018 (2018-05-05) nb 11'1064-0580.65.42 After 100 sales days, K.O., Rad and
Enid can't stand with each other. Mr. Gar encourages experts, Nick Army and Joff Shaolin Monk, to come and teach staff about teamwork and yin and yang. However, employee training becomes shaky when Nick and Joff also start to tire of each other's learning methods. 595Moy Fair Carol Hwan-ki
HooDanny Ducker and Parker SimmonsMay 12, 2018 (2018-05-12) nb 11'1064-0590.4743 With Mr. Gar and Carol are now dating, K.O.En, decided to help rad last on dates in the danger zone. Things seem to go off without a hitch, although the characters cause slight discomfort for the two. Soon, they
must stop the sandworm from ruining the date. 606 Give a watch Boxmore Show Chang-vu ShinDave Alegre and Haewon LeeMay 12, 2018 (2018-05-12) nb 11'1064-0620.56.43 Mr. Gar shows the employees a Bodega security microphone that works everywhere, including Boxmore. C.O., Enid and Rad
eventually hooked up to watch boxmore bots involved in reality TV-style dramas, but when bots threaten to terrorize Plaza, employees start abusing the microphone. 617 Your World Illusion Hwan-ki HooDanny Ducker and Parker SimmonsMay 12, 2018 (2018-05-12) Nb 11'1064-0630.71'43K.O. meets
Holo-Jane, a holographic hero who shows that the whole life of K.O. is fake. Refusing to believe her, K.O. tries to pass his day and is horrified to learn that his whole life - it's just a caricature. He finds himself on the edge of his reality and needs the help of Holo-Jane. 628The So-Bad-icalHwang-ki HooMira
Ongchua and Geneva HodgsonMay 12, 2018 (2018-05-12) nb 11'1064-0610.74'43 At Lakewood Plaza Elementary, Miss quantum is replaced by Ernesto, which begins to provide memorization instead of actual training. K.O. and Dandy realize that they need to return their old teacher, who does not want
to return and instead return to his original passion, being a supervillain named Bud Apple. 639Tka in Sunja Lee Square, Byungjae Oh, and Suhong KimStevie Borbolla and Ryann ShannonMay 19, 2018 (2018-05-19) nb 12'1064-0600.49'44 K.O. begins to feed the gloop, despite Enid's objections and ends
with the creation of a big gloop monster that takes over The Bodega. A team of P.O.I.N.T. superheroes arrives and tries to take care of the situation. K.O. begins to fawn over P.O.I.N.T. hero Chip Damage, who angers Enid, who doesn't find him very effective. 6410Home T.K.O. Sukhong Kim nb 13 and
Byenjae Ostei Borballa and Ryann ShannonMay 19, 2018 (2018-05-19) nb 12'1064-0640.43'44, when T.C.O. begins to cause a stir in his subconscious after seeing the Shadow Figure, K.O. visits him and decides to help look for Shadow Figure in an attempt to get answers. However, T.K.O. wants
freedom so that they are forced to share their bodies at the same time, which is easier said, something done. 6511Red action in the future Hwang Ki-Humira Ongkhua and Yeneva HodgsonMay 19, 2018 (2018-05-19) Nb 12'1064-0650.52'44 Red Action is called for the future to take part in an epic battle.
When she returns a few months later (seconds to K.O. and Enid), Enid begins to feel that her friendship is slipping away because of the distance in time. At the suggestion of the C.O., Enid jumps into the future to confront Red Action about his feelings. 6612Force DandyChan-vu Shindawa Alegre and
Hayvon Dandy learns that the C.O. Pow Card has failed, and tries to fix it. Instead, they discover the feat to personalize its appearance, and it becomes popular among the Plaza. Shannon is jealous and uses her powers to take control of all the Pow cards, and K.O. and Dandy spring into action to stop
her. 6713Special delivery Hwang Ki-HuIggy Craig and Danny DuckerJuly 2, 2018 (2018-07-02) nb 14'1064-0670.46.45 Mr. Gar sets Up Rad and Enid to go deliver the package to Neo-Riot City. Two drives there, through The Rada van, and after an awkward start, the two quickly share a bond for their love
of cheesy rock music. However, Rad starts to feel bad when Enid starts ragging at him for his tastes and begins to doubt his friendship with her. 6814Muthness, strength and charismaSunge Lee, Byungjae Oh, and Suhong KimStevie Borbolla and Ryann ShannonJuly 2, 2018 (2018-07-02) nb 14'10640680.47'45 Enid is set to start his first day at P.O.I.N.T. Prep Academy together with a Spark sophomore. With Enid nervous, K.O. tags together to help encourage her, but she kicks him out of the bus, however, he leaves a souvenir to help her. When she gets there, she has to pass the exam, otherwise
she will be thrown out of the new school. 6915Bittersweet RivalsHwan Ki-HuMir Ongkhua and Yeneva HodgsonJuly 2, 2018 (2018-07-02) nb 14-1064-0690.56.45 After the previous episode, Enid learns that her new bunk assistant is Elodie's ex-girlfriend, who still shows an antagonistic side from the last
occasion when they met. Elodie tries to show Enid throughout the school day, but she perseveres (even besting Elodie) until her hostility boils to the top. 7016 Are you ready for some Megafootball? Chang-wu Shindave Alegre and Hayvon LiJuli 2, 2018 (2018-07-02) Nb 14'1064-0700.55'45 Enid ends up
joining the Megafootball P.O.I.N.T. Prep team after a star player injury. Their rivals ended up with the Lakewood Plaza team with Rad as one of their players. While Enid and Rad are trying to have some fun, Foxtail insists that Enid's team win, otherwise she is excluded. 7117 The mystery of the night
Hwang Ki-HuIggy Craig and Danny DuckerJuly 2, 2018 (2018-07-02) Nb 14'1064-0710.60'45 Enid is concerned about the previous days at P.O.I.N.T. Prep so that she and Elodie will spend the night and invite K.O. and Red. However, when Elodie begins to act mysteriously, the trio go to explore the
school and discover a shocking secret that convinces K.O. and Glad to stay to look out for Enid. 7218Crossover NexusSunjae Lee, Byungjae Oh, and Suhong KimDave Alegre, Iggy Craig, Danny Ducker, Haewon Lee, and Parker SimmonsOctober 8, 2018 (2018-10-08)1064-0740.76 In Cartoon City
Network, K.O. is called the villain Strike, which plans to eradicate all heroes from the Cartoon Network Universe. Now the C.O.O. must work with Garnett from the universe. Ben Tennyson of Ben 10 and Teen Teen Crow Go! to stop him. Special guests: Estelle as Garnet, Tara Strong as Ben Tennyson,
Raven and Ilana, Pete Browngardt as Festro and Uncle Grandpa, Michael Dorn as Strike and I.M. Weasel and John DiMaggio as Four Arms, Jake the Dog and Shnitzel 7319 Monster PartySuhong Kim and Byungjae OhStevie Borbolla and Ryann ShannonOctoOcto October 21, 2018 -10-21) to see her
childhood friends from the school Of Goul arrive to visit. The gang is glad that their witch is back, but Enid is afraid to tell them about her status as a ninja, despite the fact that K.O. reminded her that she already had this arc. Special guests: Russie Taylor starring Fantasma, Pat Music in the cast of Elsa
Frankentien, Susan Blue starring Sibell, Natalie Palamides starring Vinnie and Kristen Lee starring Tanis 7420 Super Black Friday Chang-vu ShinGeneva Hodgson and Mira OnkhuaDecubr 16, 2018 (2018-12-16) nb 16'1064-0810.38'48 It's Super Black Friday on Shukes- Day and K.O., Rad and Enid
forced to work in Bodega. Realizing that they can just leave, they face a long line around the square and try to get everyone to come home. However, Chief Klaus comes to tell them why Super Black Friday is an important tradition for everyone. 7521 Final examsSunjae Lee, Byungjae Oh, and Suhong
KimStevie Borbolla and Ryann ShannonMay 12, 2019 (2019-05-12) Nb 17'1064-0720.36'49 After the events of Secret Overnight when they learned about the secret society in P.O.I.N.T. Prep, K.O. and Rad were detained with the help of Enid, enlisting the help of Elodie. But the team found that Chip was
actually an android created by Dr. Grayman, and he was faulty. Note: This episode chronologically occurs immediately after the Mystery of the Overnight. 7622CarolQuestHwan Ki-HuMir Ongkhua and Jeneva HodgsonMay 12, 2019 (2019-05-12) Nb 17'1064-0770.33'49 called Carol from Foxtail to protect
the glorb tree. Not wanting to leave him with Mr. Gar, C.O. takes it with him, believing that Carol takes him on a hunt for garbage collectors. It soon becomes apparent that K.O. knows more about Carol's mission than she thought. 7723Soda GenieHwang Ki-hooMira Ongchua and Geneva HodgsonMay
19, 2019 (2019-05-19) When she literally responds to K.O.'s desire to make a Rad burger, Enid and K.O. take Twisty to court, where they present a series of Rashomon-style stories. 7824Plase aloneSundje Lee, Byungjae Oh, and Suhong KimDave Alegre and Haewon LeeMay 19, 2019 (2019-05-19) nb
18'1064-0780.31'44 It's 6-11th birthday K.O., and he makes his birthday wish to spend the whole day with Rad and Eny. The trio head to the square only to find that it is deserted. They decide to take advantage of the situation, but suddenly begin to lose control reality when they think someone is looking
at them. 7925Boxman CrashesHwan Ki-HuIggy Craig and Danny DuckerMay 26, 2019 (2019-05-26) Nb 17'1064-0790.25'50 Extremely bored Professor Venomous Lord Boxman finds himself living in his trash can and squeamish over him, allowing him to stay, but comes to him. However, Boxman's latest
scheme is to return to Bodega's quick scheming venomous and Fink. 8026All in the villainy Hwan Ki-Husti Borballa and Ryann ShannonMay 26, 2019 (2019-05-26) nb 19'1064-0800.27.50 K.O., Rad and Enid prematurely stop the fight with Boxmore, realizing that Darrell and Fink can not stop fighting each
other. Boxman and Venomous decided that they were sharing a room to work out their differences. However, this proves to be even more catastrophic as they continue to fight for the little things. 8127Sidekick Scouts Hwan Ki-Hu Stuwi Borballla and Ryann Shannon2, 2019 (2019-06-02) Nb 19'10640840.24'51 Feeling let down by Chip Damage, C.O. decides he wants to join The Sidekick Scouts, but is considered too experienced for him. He gets the attention of an Astro Boy-esque sidekick named Combo Breaker who decides to be his buddy. However, Combo turns out to be incredibly nasty for the
more mature K.O. 8228 Whacky JaxxyzHwan Ki-hudav Alegre and Haewon LeeJune 2, 2019 (2019-06-02) nb 19'1064-0820.25'51' K.O. learns about Whacky Jaxxyz from his classmate Nanini and sports, leaving Pow Cards behind. They beckon a transfer student named Johnny to join the Whacky
Jaxxyz tournament, but realize that the game is a life or death situation when the creator traps them in Shad'o Realm. 8329Project Ray Way Sunjae Lee, Byungjae O, and Suhong KimGeneva Hodgson and Mira OngchuaJune 9, 2019 (2019-06-09) nb 191064-0850.32'52 Raymond starts his own fashion
line that annoys Rad and Drupe. The two decided to start their own called Strawbaby Couture to great success until Raymond starts making rip-off products. Angry, they challenge him in a fashion battle with K.O. and Enid in tow. However, Raymond again leans towards low tactics. 8430I JethroHwan Kihudave Alegre and Haewon LeeJune 9, 2019 (2019-06-09) nb 19-1064-0860.29A Jethro ends up becoming a rattled ball, forcing him to be able to speak full of sentences and get his hands and feet. During the fight, he ends up making friends with K.O. and learning that he can do more than just move
forward. His exit convinces him to lead the other Jetros in an attempt to topple Boxmore. 8531 GarkwestChangChang-vu ShinIggy Craig and Danny DuckerJune 16, 2019 (2019-06-16) nb 19'1064-0830.32'53 K.O. hangs out with Mr. Gar when he is called from a secret mission. K.O. manages to finagle his
way into going with him, during which Mr. Gar reveals why he left the P.O.I.N.T., what he did afterwards and how he came to square the tree and earn secret missions from the president of the universe. 8632Gar Trains Punching Judy Hwang Ki-Huday Alegre and Haewon LeeJune 16, 2019 (2019-06-16)
Nb 20-1064-0900.28.53 Punching Judy wants to join the upcoming fighting tournament but is shy of losing her older sister Trudy, who wins every year. K.O. takes her to Mr. Gar so he can train her. Although he successfully trains her physically, he has trouble preparing her emotionally, so K.O. offers him
some help. 8733 Beach EpisodeChang-vu ShinIggy Craig and Danny DuckerJune 23, 2019 (2019-06-23) nb 20'1064-0870.32 54 Gang hang out at Cabana Gara on the beach when they decided to have fun in the waves. However, Boxmore bots arrive and start causing problems. To settle the dispute,
they challenge each other on a series of problems, but soon it is interrupted by the king of Wavezilla, who begins flooding on the beach. 8834OK A.U.! Alternate UniverseChang-vu ShinIggy Craig and Danny Ducker June 23, 2019 (2019-06-23) nb 20'1064-0910.32.54, When C.O., Enid and Rad argue
with Darrell, Shannon and Raymond over who has his worst, an alternative reality sorcerer decides to place them in an alternate reality where the heroes of robots and robots are heroes, leading to a series of comic situations. 8935K. O.'s Health Week Hwan Ki-Husti Borballa and Ryann Shannon Oonun
30, 2019 (2019-06-30) in this educational episode K.O. spends a week covering topics related to hygiene, self-esteem, nutrition, mental health and exercise. Even Boxmore bots get in on the action when they realize that K.O. doesn't get his sleep because of his looking for all the themes covered in the
episode. 9036Inplanetary disease RaySunge Lee, Byungjae Oh, and Suhong KimGeneva Hodgson and Mira OngchuaJune 30, 2019 (2019-06-30) nb 20'1064-0890.3255 Professor Venomous and Fink surprise Lakewood Plaza Heroes with a special virus that they came up with that gets them sick. While
K.O. and Enid recover quickly, Rad refuses to rest to raise his millionth box. This is hampered by the arrival of the updated Ernesto. 91923738Thmin Kyung-sok, Sunjae Lee, Ingjae O, and Sukhong KimStiwi Borbolla and Ryann ShannonGeneva Hodgson and Mira OngkhuaYun 30, 2019 (2019-06-30)
arrives and takes on the square so they can collect glorbs that manifest themselves underground, leaving Carol having to acknowledge his connection with them defeated Mr. Gar. Two months later, K.O. and his friends started a resistance movement to retake the square. They learn that the origins of the
square as a giant robot named Plazamo are true and use it to take down Foxtail and Elodie, who have used dangerous power removal beams to fight the heroes. Note: This episode is the third 22-minute special, and as such, it is considered 2 episodes. Season 3 (2019) No.overallNo.
inseasonTitleAnimation directionWritten and storyboards by Original Air dateProd.codeU.S viewers (millions)931 We are heroesSeo JeongseokDave Alegre and Haewon LeeJuly 7, 2019 (2019-07-07) Nb 21'1072-0930.29.57 K.O., Rad and Enid are now full-time heroes in Bodega, with new hires replacing
their old positions. Mr. Gar and Carol send the trio while Dandy acts as their out of sight support. While everyone is happy with the new setting, K.O. feels he's not contributing much and is concerned when the Dragon starts attacking Ted Viking and Foxy House. 942K.O., Rad and Enid! Chang-woo
ShinIggy Craig and Danny DuckerJuly 7, 2019 (2019-07-07) nb 21'1072-0940.27'57 When Dynamite Watkins confronts K.O., Rad and Enid on their team name, they realize they don't. They decide to come up with some kind of trick, using Drupe, so they can think of a cool name. However, they can't
decide on their costumes, which are made more infuriating when Raymond arrives to once again mock them. 953Ruth T.K.O.! Sunjae Lee and Byungjae OhGeneva Hodgson and Mira OngchuaJuly 14, 2019 (2019-07-14) nb 21'1072-0960.33'58 Carol decides to let K.O. take care of herself during the day
while she is out. As a friendly gesture, K.O. visits T.K.O. in his brain, and they decide to swap places for fun. However, T.K.O. ends up being a brawler and breaking all the rules that Carol has created. As C.O. understands the mistake he made, he is forced to make a tough decision against T.C.O. 964
Damage Chip Chang-vu ShinIggy Craig and Danny DuckerJuly 14, 2019 (2019-07-14) nb 21'1072-0980.33'58 As the public wonders what has become of Chip Damage, Elodie recruits K.O. in stepping up the damage to the Chip Robot in an attempt to improve it and hope for all. In a hurry, they end up
damaging the chip-damaged image, and he takes the intervention from a retired hero, Dr. Grayman, to remind them what makes an actual hero. 975K.O. vs. FinkSeo JeongseokDave Alegre and Haewon LeeJuly 21, 2019 (2019-07-21) nb 21'1072-0970.32'59K.O loves his mum Carol, but Fink arrives to
turn it all around, laughing at him and calling him mum's boy. Feeling unhappy, K.O. gets help from his inner monologue, which is actually Shadowy Figure, to get mad with Fink. K.O. directs his anger to fight her, but it only seems to make her even more malicious. 986K.O. TrapSeo JeongseokStevie
Borbolla and Ryann ShannonJuly 21, 2019 (2019-07-21) nb 21'1072-0990.30'59' K.O., Rad, and Enid break into Boxmore to get their doors back when they find themselves in a box room that doesn't have any doors or windows. As long as they wait for him, they start that something is wrong. Rad and
Enid, in fact, replaced with mucus mucus and K.O. must now get to the bottom of this mysterious situation. 997 Whatever happened to... Rippoy Roux? Sukhong Kim, Sunjae Lee and Yongjay Ohgi Craig, Danny Ducker and Mira OngkhuaJuli, 28, 2019 (2019-07-28) Nb 22-1072-1000.37 with Carol,
showing what she has been doing all these years after leaving P.O.I.N.T. Meanwhile, K.O. enterprises in a bag of Rippy Roux after a creature called Mecha Mo steals his prized binder very rare Carth. 1008Planet XSeo JeongseokDave Alegre and Haewon LeeJuly 28, 2019 (2019-07-28) Nb 22'10721010.38'60 Rad goes to Planet X to join his family reunion. On arrival he is shocked to discover that most of his family are nerds. He later learns that his grandfather, a coach, is an athlete and that the X-ians were divided into nerds and athletes after humans visited the planet years ago and shared many
of their existing culture with them. This is the 100th episode of the series as a whole. 1019Ogluw space vacationChang-vu ShinIggy Craig and Danny DuckerAugust 4, 2019 (2019-08-04) nb 22'1072-1020.34'61 Noting that K.O. and Enid are sad that Glad is still on Planet X, Mr. Gar gives them his old
space bike and tells them to take a vacation. The two arrive only to find out what form of displacement Cosma devours the planet as a whole. As K.O. and Enid desperately try to save the planet from digestion, Rad and his family don't seem to care. 10210Seo JeongseokStevie Borbolla and Ryann
ShannonAusgus 4, 2019 (2019-08-04)1072-0950.36 Bodega unexpectedly visited Sonic Hedgehog and Miles Tails Prover, who helps K.O. in rescuing his friends from Lord Boxman. As Sonic tries to help K.O. with new techniques, Tails feels like a amith, especially when Sonic starts calling him his little
buddy. When K.O. is robotic, Sonic must return it to normal. Special guests: Roger Craig Smith as Sonic, Colleen Villard as the tails of the Sonic Sez segment: Don't Sleep through Life 10311 Big RevealSeo JeongseokStevie Borbolla and Ryann Shannon August 11, 2019 (2019-08-11) Nb 22'10721030.40'60 Carol accidentally shows K.O., that Laserblast is his father. He is thrilled by the prospect that he has the blood of a hero in him and takes on another mission from Mr. Gar to confront Lord Boxman and Professor Venomous. However, Venomous reveals that he is the father of K.O., and soon a
distraught Carol arrives to find out the origins of his villainous transformation. 10412Dimal rescueSSong Kim, Sunjae Lee, and Byungjae OhMira Ongchua and Kat RuzicsAugust 11, 2019 (2019-08-11) nb 22'1072-1040.35'62 Rad begins to feel uncomfortable when K.O. begins to exhibit the negative
behavior he took from him, Mega Baby And Bellbeefer. He tries to hide his love for kittens, as well as his volunteering in the local Shelter. When Mikayla enters the shelter and begins to attack everyone, Rad must convince K.O. to quit the macho. 10513 Let's ShadowyChang-woo ShinIggy Craig and
Danny DuckerAugust 18, 2019 (2019-08-18) Nb 23'1072-1060.31'63 Carol drops K.O. at Boxmore for the weekend so he can spend time with Professor Venomous. K.O. is disappointed to learn that Venomous will not be like him, so he invites them to look for a shadowy figure to destroy him. As they
search for clues as to where he may be, Fink keeps the secret back about her villainous boss. 10614This good friend, K.O. Seo JeongseokDave Alegre and Haewon LeeAugust 18, 2019 (2019-08-18) nb 23'1072-1050.29'63' When power goes out to school, K.O. and Dendy go out and investigate. K.O.
feels bad for Dandy because other students constantly praise him, but look at it with a view. They discover that the Small Calf Demon is behind the power outage, but when K.O. gets kidnapped by them, Dandy must step into action and use his techno abilities to defeat the villain. 10715Red Action 3: Day
of GrievanceSeo JeongseokEleisiya Arocha, Stevie Borballa, and Ryann Shannon August 2019 (2019-08-25) How annoying how far their bickering got, C.O. and Enid use Red Action travel time to belt out for a trip back in the past to make sure the two don't argue with each other. When they can't find a
problem, Rad finally reveals that it is related to the events of You're All Sidekick. 10816CarlSunjae Lee and Byungjae OhMira Ongchua and Kat RuzicsAugust 25, 2019 (2019-08-25) Nb 23'1072-1080.30'63' K.O. once again spends time with Professor Venomous in an attempt to contact him. He creates
Carl, a gelatinous creature that looks like a drop, but it eventually gets lost, causing them to chase him. As Venomous begins to become far from the whole ordeal, K.O. begins to suspect that something is up, causing T.C.O. to take responsibility. 10917Dendy's Video ChannelSeo JeongseokDave Alegre
and Haewon LeeSeptember 6, 2019 (2019-09-06) Dandy tries to cheer everyone up to no avail. When Lord Boxman is kicked out of Boxmore, he throws his bots because he feels he can no longer provide them, resulting in Dandy recruiting them as the new saviors of the Plaza. This is the first part of the
final of four pairs. 110111819Let to fight to the endSeo Jeongseok and Chan-vu ShinIggy Craig and Danny DuckerStevie Borbolla and Ryan ShannonSeptef 6, 2019 (2019-09-06)1072-1101072-1110.48-65 Pow Card Company decides to host the tournament with T.C.O. joining for his and Shadowy
Venomous own nefarious scheme. Rad and Enid join the Save your friend and stop the villains once and for all. Dark Venomous manages to provide a glorb tree for itself and plans to deplete the powers of all the heroes in the world. K.O. goes out of T.K.O.'s head and discovers a hidden memory that
may well save him and all other lives. This is the second and third parts of the four-part finale and the fourth and final 22-minute series, and as such, it is considered to be 2 episodes. 11220Spasy for watching the showByungjae OhMira Ongchua and Kat Ruzics'nb September 24, 2019 (2019-09-06)10721120.45 In this epilogue, K.O. finds his life moving unexpectedly fast as he begins to missing moments in his life. As many of his friends and family grow up and move on, he begins to suspect that the villain is behind this strange puzzle. However, no matter how many villains he encounters, he can't keep
things from changing. He learns to accept that he needs to grow and move on in life. The final montage plays an image of what has become of everyone, ending with K.O. becoming the new owner of Bodega and signing up with Thanks for watching the show! This is the fourth and final part of the four-part
finale and the final episode of the series. Precursor Shorts (2016-17) Note: K.O. voices Stephanie Nadelni. In all other aspects, each short episode is animated by different companies such as Science SARU and Yotta. Most short films can only be watched using the Cartoon Network app. The name
Animation Direction Is Written and Storyboarded by production company Original Release Date Prod. Code 1 K.O. Abel Gongora and Juan Manuel LagunaToby Jones and Stu LivingstonScience SARUFebruary 4, 2016 (2016-02-04)501-238-001 K.O. learns a new power move called Slide Kick and
eventually it gets out of control. 2EnidGreg SharpIan Jones-quartruber DomFeural 5, 2016 (2016-02-05)501-238-002 Rad and C.O. accidentally destroy the Enid counter that she uses for her work. 3RadJaik Ganz and Max CollinsVictor CourtrightYottaFebruary 6, 2016 (2016-02-06)501-238-003 Rad
discovers that his super-cool food is a mercy. 4CarolAbel Gongora and Juan Manuel LagunaRyann ShannonNScience SARU13 December 2016 (2016-12-13)1044-503S K.O. makes a documentary of the day in the life of his karate master mom, Carol. 5Enid's Bad DayJake GanzMira OngchuaYotta22
December 2016 (2016-12-22)1044-501s When noisy customers annoy Enida, she unleashes a spiritual whirlwind. 6Barrels and CratesJake GanzParker SimmonsYottaDecember 25, 2016 (2016-12-25)1044-505S K.O. uses his fighting skills to break down every box and barrel in a store warehouse as
ordered by Mr. Gar. 7Rad CriesByeongsan Parkparker SimmonsMUA FilmDecember 29, 2016 (2016-12-29)1044-502S K.O. shows Radu and Enida a video of a dog lying on a board that makes Red cry. 8Rad VanAbel Gongora and Juan LagunaRyann ShannonScience SARUJanuary 1, 2017 (2017-0101)1044-506S K.O. accidentally breaks part of Rada's van when he brings it to work. 9CommericalJee GanzMira OngchuaYottaMay 3, 2017 (2017-05-03)1044-504S Advertising featuring K.O., Enid, Rad and Mr. Gar is shown on TV. 10Power-Up!!! Jake GanzStevie BorbollaYottaMay 3, 2017 (2017-0503)1044-507S Rad gets a new power that makes everything he does happen 3 times. 11DendyJoe ApelToby JonesCartoon Network StudiosMay 3, 2017 (2017-05-03)1044-508S Dendy shows K.O. that she doesn't need imagination and that she can do it in real life. 12Boxmore InfomercialMegan
KuckRyann Shannon and Parker SimmonsPowerhouse AnimationMay 3, 2017 (2017-05-03)1044-510S promotional video featuring Lord Boxman is shown. 13 Let's do it together! Rob GetshymanHiroyuki Imaishi (intro part)Digital eMation (intro part) August 2, 2017 (2017-08-02)1044-509S View through
the production history for Lakewood Plaza Turbo, followed by OK K.O.! Let's be the heroes, set on an extended version of the theme song. Clips from the original pilot, mobile app, console game, behind-the-scenes footage and the final sequence of the opening series. Notes - The production code was
revealed in the series in an episode of Let's Watch the Pilot. A b c d e f This episode was first released online on June 13, 2017. b c d This episode was first released online on August 4, 2017. b c d This episode was first released on the Internet on August 11, 2017. b c d This episode was first released
online on August 18, 2017. b This episode was first released online on October 2, 2017. This episode was first released online on December 1, 2017. b c This episode was first released online on February 5, 2018. This episode was first released online on November 28, 2017. b c d This episode was first
released online on February 26, 2018. b c d e f g h This episode was first released on the Internet on May 4, 2018. a b c d This episode was first released online on May 18, 2018. The name Sukhong Kim is credited twice by mistake. a b c d e This episode was first released online on June 29, 2018. This
episode was first released online on October 1, 2018. This episode was first released online on November 21, 2018. a b c d This episode was first released online on September 21, 2018. This episode was first released online on December 13, 2018. a b c d e f This episode was first released on the
Internet on May 10, 2019. a b c d e f This episode was first released online on June 7, 2019. a b c d e f This episode was first released online on July 5, 2019. a b c d e This episode was first released online on July 26, 2019. a b c d e This episode was first released online on August 16, 2019. Additional
storyboards by Dave Alegre, Stevie Borballa, Iggy Craig, Danny Ducker, Jenev Hodgson, Toby Jones, Ian Jones-Kwarty, Lee, and Ryann Shannon Links, Ian J.H. Twitter Confirmation. Access: December 7, 2017 - Kelly, Shamus (August 6, 2019). Like Sonic the Hedgehog OK K.O.! The team happened.
Den Out Geek. Received on August 7, 2019. Pena, Jessica (August 12, 2019). Good C.O.! Let's Be Heroes: Cancelled, no fourth season for the Cartoon Network Series. The finale of the series. Received on August 16, 2019. Https://tvlistings.zap2it.com/overview.html?
programSeriesId=SH02378975&amp;tmsId=SH023789750000&amp;from=sl&amp;aid=gapzap Chua, Mira Ong. Animatic for my knockout vs. Darrell bout from the first episode of OK KO: LET'S BE HEROES!pic.twitter.com/MG9eAr'jiv. Received on November 2, 2017. a b c d UPDATED:
SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Tuesday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.1.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. a b UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY's Top 150 Wednesday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.2.2017 - Showbuzz Daily.
www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. a b UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Thursday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.3.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. a b UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Friday Cable Originals
and Network Finale: 8.4.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Monday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.7.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED:
SHOWBU'DAILY's Top 150 Tuesday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.8.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Wednesday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.9.2017 - Showbuzz Daily.
www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Thursday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.10.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Monday Cable Originals and
Network Finale: 8.14.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Tuesday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.15.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED:
SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Wednesday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.16.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Thursday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.17.2017 - Showbuzz Daily.
www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Monday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.21.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY's Top 150 Tuesday Cable Originals and
Network Finale: 8.22.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. Top 150 Wednesday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 8.23.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Thursday
Cable Originals and Network Finale: 8.24.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. a b UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Friday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 9.1.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017.
UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Monday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 9.4.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Friday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 9.8.2017 - Showbuzz Daily.
www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY's Top 150 Monday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 9.15.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 18, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Friday Cable Originals and
Network Finale: 9.22.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. a b UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Friday Cable Originals - Network Finale: 9.29.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. a b UPDATED:
SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Friday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 10.6.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Monday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 10.9.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com.
received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Friday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 10.13.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Friday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 10.20.2017 Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. a b UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150 Friday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 10.27.2017 - Showbuzz Daily. www.showbuzzdaily.com. received on November 2, 2017. b b Mitch Metcalfe (February 21, 2018). Top 150
Monday Cable Originals: 2.19.2018. Showbuzz Daily. Received on February 21, 2018. a b Mitch Metcalfe (February 27, 2018). Top 150 Monday Cable Originals: 2.26.2018. Showbuzz Daily. Received on February 27, 2018. Mitch Metcalfe (March 6, 2018). Top 150 Monday Cable Origignals: 3.5.2018.
Showbuzz Daily. Received on March 6, 2018. a b Mitch Metcalfe (March 13, 2018). Top 150 Monday Cable Originals: 3.12.2018. Daily. Received on March 13, 2018. b Mitch Mitch (March 20, 2018). Top 150 Monday Cable Originals: 3.19.2018. Showbuzz Daily. Received on March 20, 2018. Mitch
Metcalfe (April 9, 2018). Top 150 Friday Cable Originals: 4.6.2018. Showbuzz Daily. Received on April 9, 2018. b c d Mitch Metcalfe (May 8, 2018). Top 150 Saturday cable originals and network finals: 5.5.2018. Showbuzz Daily. Received on May 8, 2018. b c d Metcalfe, Mitch (May 15, 2018). Top 150
Saturday cable originals and the network's finale: 5.12.2018. Showbuzz Daily. Received on May 15, 2018. b c d e f Metcalfe, Mitch (May 22, 2018). Top 150 Saturday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 5.19.2018. Showbuzz Daily. Received on May 22, 2018. a b c d e Mitch Metcalf (July 3, 2018). Top
150 Monday Cable Originals and Network Finals. Showbuzz Daily. Received on July 3, 2018. Mitch Metcalfe (October 9, 2018). Top 150 Monday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 10.8.2018. Showbuzz Daily. Received on October 9, 2018. Metcalfe, Mitch. UPDATED: SHOWBU'DAILY'S Top 150
Sunday Cable Originals and Network Finale: 10.21.2018. Showbuzz Daily. Received on October 23, 2018. Mitch Metcalfe (December 18, 2018). Top 150 Sunday cable originals and network finals: 12.16.2018. Showbuzz Daily. Received on December 18, 2018. a b Mitch Metcalfe (May 14, 2019). Top
150 Sunday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 5.12.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on May 14, 2019. a b Mitch Metcalfe (May 29, 2019). Top 150 Sunday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 5.26.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on May 29, 2019. a b Mitch Metcalfe (June 4, 2019). Top 150 Sunday
Cable Originals and Network Finals: 6.2.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on June 4, 2019. a b Mitch Metcalfe (June 11, 2019). Top 150 Sunday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 6.9.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on June 11, 2019. a b Mitch Metcalfe (June 18, 2019). Top 150 Sunday cable
originals and network finals: 6.16.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on June 18, 2019. a b Mitch Metcalfe (June 25, 2019). Top 150 Sunday cable originals and network finals: 6.23.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on June 25, 2019. a b c Mitch Metcalfe (July 2, 2019). Top 150 Sunday Cable Originals and
Network Finals: 6.30.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on July 2, 2019. Final ep mixing (production code seen in the top right corner). Twitter. Received on June 7, 2019. a b Mitch Metcalfe (July 10, 2019). Top 150 Sunday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 7.7.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on July
10, 2019. a b Mitch Metcalfe (July 16, 2019). Top 150 Sunday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 7.14.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on July 16, 2019. a b Mitch Metcalfe (July 23, 2019). Top 150 Sunday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 7.21.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received July 2019. a b Mitch
Metcalfe (July 30, 2019). Top 150 Sunday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 7.28.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on July 30, 2019. a b b Metcalfe (August 6, 2019). Top 150 Sunday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 8.4.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on August 6, 2019. a b Mitch Metcalfe
(August 13, 2019). Top 150 Sunday cable originals and network finals: 8.11.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on August 13, 2019. a b c d Mitch Metcalfe (August 20, 2019). Top 150 Sunday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 8.18.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on August 20, 2019. Mitch Metcalfe
(September 9, 2019). Top 150 Friday Cable Originals and Network Finals: 9.6.2019. Showbuzz Daily. Received on September 9, 2019. - b from
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